Formidable design
The new KWC ADRENA kitchen range has plenty of flair. Rather than relying on
spectacle, however, it demonstrates an appealing practicality and the reliable
quality of KWC’s Swiss-made products. The straightforwardness that characterizes
its modern yet timeless geometric style is carried over seamlessly into its functional
aspects: an easy-to-grip, robust lever, a pull-out spray designed for everyday use
with needle spray and Neoperl® spray settings, an innovative membrane diverter
and various other practical details make the faucet easy to clean and simply a
pleasure to use. KWC ADRENA is a faucet that does everything it promises to do –
and does it well! In terms of design, KWC ADRENA cuts an utterly formidable figure.

Lever design
The cleverly designed operating lever sits comfortably in
your hand with unbelievable ease: during operation, the
hand naturally grasps and conforms to the semicircular
shape of the underside of the lever tip, allowing you
to move the lever ergonomically without even thinking
about it.

Convenient pull-out spray
The pleasantly tactile pull-out spray can
be extended by up to 60 cm, creating
plenty of space for your day-to-day
activities in the kitchen.

Practically seamless
Minimal joints and smooth, rounded transitions prevent the build-up of
limescale and dirt and make the faucet easy to clean – simply good practical
design!

A spray of your choice
Whether you prefer a full Neoperl® jet of water or a
gentle needle spray, a simple touch of a button is all
that is required to change the spray profile. The
automatic diverter reset function then returns the
faucet to its default Neoperl® spray setting when the
water flow is switched off.

Ergonomic and
hygienic
The innovative membrane diverter offers a smart
solution: as well as enabling the spray setting to be
changed in an exceptionally user-friendly way, the
integrated, seamless diverter also guarantees
maximum hygiene – genuine added value that is
sure to win you over!

Easy to clean
The faceplate with Neoperl® on the pull-out spray
can easily be unscrewed, cleaned and reinserted
without tools, thanks to the quick fastening TAC
mechanism (Turn and Clean).
KWC JETCLEAN effectively reduces lime deposits on
the spray, because the holes in the flexible faceplate
expand during use, blasting lime deposits away.

touchControl
Protection against burns: thanks to the insulated hot
water supply (“double skin” principle), the pull-out
spray may become warm, but never hot.

Simple elegance
The KWC ADRENA lever mixer features a swivel spout with a 160° range of
movement and combines traditional Swiss structural principles with contemporary
design. The familiar, clearly defined contours of the faucet blend seamlessly into
the overall kitchen setting, making this the perfect kitchen accessory.

10.321.023.000FL all chrome
A 230

Lever mixer
pull-out spray with KWC JETCLEAN
up to 600 mm pull-out length
automatic diverter reset
hose guide, swivelling 130°

10.325.023.000FL all chrome
A 230, Low pressure

10.321.033.000FL all chrome
A 230

Lever mixer
swivel spout 160°

10.325.033.000FL all chrome
A230, Low pressure

For installation below window,
detachable

For installation below window,
detachable

Lever mixer
detachable for installation below
windows – detached min. 55 mm
swivel spout 160°

Lever mixer
detachable for installation below
windows – detached min. 55 mm
pull-out spray with KWC JETCLEAN
up to 600 mm pull-out length
automatic diverter reset
hose guide, swivelling 130°

10.321.043.000FL all chrome
A 230

10.321.053.000FL all chrome
A 230
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The product range, model and technical details are subject to change.
Dimensions are given in mm.

